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Introduction 

 

This report has been conducted based on an assignment of Hamina/Kotka regional development 

company Cursor Oy. Purpose of the report is to clarify how small and middle-size companies in region 

can grasp opportunities in Russian on-line sales and how with specific logistics solutions, region’s 

competitiveness could be improved.  

Report has been done by CISLog Oy, a Kouvola based supply chain consulting company specialized in CIS 

countries. Person carrying out work for report has been Marko Kangaskolkka with support from 

company LogECom in Russia.  

Report clarifies history, present and future of Russian on-line sales based on information gathered from 

different sources and databases. Basic characteristics of Russian consumers ordering goods from foreign 

on-line shops are described. Report also explains current major challenges in on-line deliveries to Russia 

and proposes solutions for the future.   
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1. History, present and future of Russian on-line sales 

1.1 History of on-line sales in Russia 

In Russia, country with largest internet audience in Europe, on-line sales market is still young compared 

to on-line markets in North America or in EU. Real growth started only around year 2005, but since then 

growth has been steady and steep with 20 % - 30 % yearly increase in sales. Around year 2010 foreign 

on-line shops started to enter Russian on-line market in numbers, further boosting market.  

Number of regular internet users in Russia is growing rapidly, and service reliability is improving also in 

rural areas in Russia. It is estimated by Levada-center that in year 2005 there were 5 million regular 

internet users in Russia mainly in big cities. It was estimated that over 50 million people use internet at 

least once a week, with women as a slight majority with 52 % of users being women in year 2013.  

 

1.2 Present situation of on-line sales in Russia 

1.2.1 Trends in Russian on-line sales 

Russian on-lines sales in year 2013 is estimated to be 12 - 13 billion USD in total. This figure is 2 % from 

total retail trade in Russia. Russian on-line shops have 75 % share of trade with 40,000 Russian internet 

shops offering goods on the market.  

Most popular product categories in on-line sales in Russia are electronic appliances including 

smartphones and tablets, clothes and shoes, car parts and cosmetics. In addition goods for children and 

to home or to garden are among popular goods for on-line purchase in Russia.  

 

1.2.2 Cross-border online sales 

Cross-border on-line sales from foreign internet shops to Russia is estimated to be 3 billion USD in year 

2013. Biggest origins for cross-border on-line sales are United States and China, with total of 67 % of 

sales total foreign on-line sales coming from these two countries. Next biggest are Japan, South Korea 

and EU as a whole region.   

Russia’s biggest on-line platform Yandex conducted a cross-border on-line sales survey in September 

2013 with research institute GFK. For the survey GFK interviewed a total of 2,400 regular internet users 

from age 20 years to 55 years from cities of population over 100,000 in different parts of Russia. People 

chosen for survey have made at least two on-line purchases within past 12 months among the most 

popular product categories in Russian on-line sales.   

Survey showed that among 2,400 interviewed people 98 % had made purchase from Russian internet 

shop. Total of 53 % of interviewed people had sometimes made purchase from foreign on-line shops 

with 22 % of people having done that in the past 12 months. Chinese and English language internet 

shops were the most popular among foreign internet shops with 40 % of interviewed people having 

used one of those.  

Among people who ordered only from Russian on-line shops, main reason for not ordering goods from 

foreign on-line shops was language barrier with 39 % of such people naming this reason (Figure 1.). 

Other main reasons were fear of fraud and that there was no need to use foreign on-line shops.  
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Figure 1. Reasons not to order from foreign on-line shop 

When limiting survey results to people who are ordering from foreign on-line shops to Russia, survey 

shows that over 50 % of interviewed people had ordered only 1-3 times (Figure 2.) in past 12 months. 

On the other hand 16 % of foreign on-line purchasers ordered goods from abroad over 10 times during 

a year, particularly women of whom 19 % ordered goods from abroad over 10 times in a year.   
 

             

Figure 2. How often ordering from foreign on-line shops in past 12 months (only foreign on-line users).  
 

When looking at age groups among the people ordering from foreign on-line shops, there is little 

difference among age groups of 20 – 29 years and 30 – 39 years in number of orders in past 12 months 

(Figure 3.). People over 40 years are ordering less frequently from abroad with only 12 % of ordering 

over 10 times a year. When looking at geographical coverage in Russia of interviewed people frequently 

ordering from foreign on-line shops, we can see that people living in big cities are most active but 

difference to smaller cities is not significant. 
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Figure 3. How often people from different age              Figure 4. How often people from different cities            

groups have ordered in past 12 months                          have ordered in past 12 months  

Based on these survey results it can be said that people frequently ordering from foreign on-line shops 

in Russia are among same groups as in EU area. In general, Russian women of age 30-39 years living in 

big cities order more than other people from foreign on-line shops.   

The most popular foreign on-line shop among interviewed people was USA based Ebay.com. 21 % of 

people ordering from foreign on-line shops had purchased from Ebay during last 12 months. Overall 

four most popular foreign on-line shops were either from USA or from China, with shops from other 

countries having much smaller market shares.  

 

Figure 5. Most popular foreign on-line shops among interviewed people.  

Yandex’s survey conducted with GFK also collected information about problems that people who have 

ordered from foreign on-line have faced. The biggest problem faced was late delivery of goods with 42 

% of foreign on-line shop customers having faced that problem (Figure 5.). The average delivery time 
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from foreign on-line shops was 2 weeks. It is notable that payment issues were not brought up by 

interviewed people, telling that current payment methods in foreign on-line flows are working well.  

 

Figure 6. Problems faced in foreign on-line shop orders to Russia.  

As a conclusion of survey results for foreign on-line shops, it could be said that present market is still 

very much undeveloped. Biggest problems brought up by interviewed people were related to simple 

points of language barrier, delivery times or delivery costs. These issues are possible to overcome rather 

easily to assure future business growth, similar issues have already been fixed for example in on-line 

markets of EU or USA.  

Despite of these problems Russian people are still ordering from far away on-line shops in USA and in 

China. This indicates that European companies could have an opportunity to increase market share in 

the future. If an EU based on-line with suitable products can produce well-functioning site in Russian 

language with reliable deliveries, it should be able to succeed in Russian on-line market.  

  

1.3 Future of on-line sales in Russia 

Russian people like to purchase goods on-line to save time and money. Going to shops in Russia takes 

often plenty of time especially on more rural areas of Russia where distances are long, but also in big 

cities where traffic jams are a serious problem. When buying goods in smaller quantities from foreign 

on-line shops, high Russian import taxes and duties can be avoided. This makes foreign on-line product 

prices often lower than in local shops.  

The increasing trend of internet penetration outside big cities combining the ever worse traffic problem 

in the big cities, on-line sales is forecasted to continue increasing its share of Russia’s retail trade. It is 

estimated by J’son and Partners consulting, one of the leading research companies in Russia, that 

Russian on-line sales will continue increasing 15% - 20 % annually. This would mean that Russian on-line 

sales would reach level of over 50 billion USD by the year 2020.  
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2. Logistics challenges and solutions in Russian on-line sales  

When talking about logistics to Russia or to other CIS countries, biggest challenges compared to most of 

the other regions in the world are complex customs regulations and certification requirements for 

goods imported. Also approach of Russian authorities to import of goods is very strict. In case the 

importer is not following regulations precisely, goods will be stopped at customs post for unknown 

period of time to clarify pending points.    

Logistics infrastructure in Russian big cities is close to same level, or even better, as in big cities in EU. 

Significant investments have been done to gateway seaports in different parts of Russia and to 

warehouse parks surrounding big cities. High security standards are in place. Truck fleet to move goods 

to Russia and inside the country is of the same standard as in the rest of the world. Large scale 

investments have not yet been done in international airports’ cargo terminals that in most cases are still 

rather small and sometimes congested.  

 

2.1 Logistics challenges in the current on-line sales flow  

Challenges in on-line logistics flows to Russia are quite different to regular commercial import. The 

biggest challenges in current on-line delivery flow from foreign on-line shops to Russian consumers are 

more related to pure logistics issues than to customs related issues. The most expensive transport 

mode, air freight, is used in on-line deliveries due to missing solutions for parcel based road transports 

from abroad to Russia.   

Customs and certification are not the biggest challenges in on-line deliveries to Russia. When private 

consumers are ordering goods from abroad with value under the customs limits, there is no customs 

control allowing free movement of goods. Additionally when private people purchase goods from 

foreign on-line shops for their own personal use in Russia, there is no need for certification for 

purchased goods. This fact makes on-line delivery logistics easier to manage for logistics providers than 

import of commercial companies, where customs clearance and certification are mandatory processes.  

 

2.1.1 Logistics challenges in the flow from Finland to Russia 

Current logistics challenges in on-line sales flow from Finland to Russia are related to small volume of 

goods to be transported, and lack of logistics providers who would offer best possible solution for road 

transport. Small and irregular on-line sales volumes are not offering possibility to develop regular road 

transport flow to reduce the transportation costs for Finnish on-line shops.  

Road transport to Russia can be done only with full truck operations, where small and irregular volumes 

cause risk of losses for transport provider. In air freight, on the other hand, each customer’s orders are 

invoiced by transport companies as individual shipments based on the shipment size. This makes air 

freight more interesting service for transport companies to offer, as profit can be secured for all 

shipments transported.   

For these reasons most of the on-line shipments from Finland to Russia are being sent by air freight 

from Helsinki to Moscow Sherementovo airport, although costs are higher than they would be in an 

efficient road transport solution. Main logistics provider for on-lines sales from Finland to Russia is Itella 

Oyj (Finnish Post), a company that has a strong presence and a large warehouse network in Russia.  
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Customs regulations in parcel shipments from abroad to individual people in Russia have been under 

big discussion since beginning of year 2014. In January 2014 Russian customs has started to pay more 

attention to sharply increasing parcel import and are planning new rules during year 2014 (Figure 7.)  

 

 
 

Figure 7. Planned changes in customs regulations of private person parcel imports to Russia 

As the first activity in beginning of January 2014 Russian customs started to systematically ask for 

shipment related documents for shipments with value between 200 € and 1000 €. This possibility had 

always been in the regulations, but customs had not paid attention to the issue before. Main reason to 

the increased activity by Russian customs was an attempt to reduce commercial companies using parcel 

route for import of goods to be sold in small shops. Parcel route has been used by small businesses that 

had collected group of people, who all ordered goods close to 1000 € on monthly basis on behalf of the 

entrepreneur. After the free import, goods were sold in small businesses around Russia. By asking 

buyer’s passport copy and payment confirmation by the passport holder customs can effectively reduce 

commercial import by the parcel route.   

This new activity by Russian customs suddenly caused long idling times at the airport terminals for 

parcels, leading to terminal capacity becoming a major bottleneck. Eventually, this development caused 

global courier companies to temporarily cancel their parcel services from abroad to Russia in end of 

January 2014. After one month stoppage courier companies re-started their services to Russia with 

changed rules for customers to adapt to required documentation process.  

Currently (March 2014) discussion for new limits of free import value is still going on. To put new rules 

into use Russia still needs to get an agreement from Kazakhstan, a country which forms Customs Union 

with Russia and Belorussia since year 2010. General assumption is that the new rules will be 

implemented, but timing for implementation is unknown.    

Another major challenges for parcel shipments from Finland to different parts of Russia is local 

distribution to on-line shops’ customers after goods have arrived to terminals in Russia. For Russian on-

line shops there are quite well functioning delivery systems from on-line shop locations inside Russia to 

end consumers, with tracking to follow shipments’ movements. Problem for foreign deliveries is that 

good solutions inside Russia are not yet well connected to delivery flows from abroad. In many cases 

foreign on-lines deliveries are delayed in terminals from a few days to one week due to slow service of 

available local delivery companies.   
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2.1.2 Logistics challenges in flow from abroad to Russia 

The total number of parcels imported to Russia in year 2012 was over 30 million parcels. Majority of 

these parcels were arriving by air freight from USA and China. Despite the high costs, air freight is still 

the mostly used option, and main parcel volumes are carried by international courier companies like 

DHL, FedEx, UPS and by Russian Post.  

In on-line delivery flow from abroad to Russia there is a large group of aggregator companies offering 

consolidation and air freight forwarding services in different origins. These companies offer possibility 

for private people to consolidate orders from different on-line shops to aggregators’ terminals in origin 

countries, and to send goods to Russia as one package to reduce delivery costs per parcel. Aggregator 

companies invoice ordering consumers directly for their services once goods have departed from the 

origin side consolidation terminal.    

Most parcel shipments are arriving to Russia together with the express mail shipments, mainly landing 

to Moscow’s main airports of Scherementovo and Domodedovo. When in air freight each customer’s 

orders are transported as individual shipments, documentation process is easy to manage for service 

providers. Air freight shipments from abroad to Russia are facing similar challenge in final delivery to 

end users as deliveries from Finland to Russia, with goods often delayed in terminals in Russia.  

Road transports to deliver on-line shipments from abroad to Russia are also used but only for small 

share of the total flow. Main origins for road transport are from the EU area for the EU based on-line 

shops. Some China based on-line shops use road transport through Kazakhstan to Russia, and also, in 

some cases send goods by air to EU for further truck delivery.  

Challenge in road transports is related to large number of shipments in one truck which makes 

documentation work for trucks complicated and time consuming. For each shipment inside a truck 

details about goods’ nature with values of individual orders must be available. With current regulations 

(March 2014) for orders with value over 200 € there must also be info about consignee who ordered 

goods with links to the websites of internet shops from where goods were purchased.    

In general deliveries of on-line shipments from abroad to Russia are still very much developing. Air 

freight is used for most of the shipments although delivery costs are the highest and changes in customs 

regulations caused further increase due to longer documentation process. In Russian market there is 

still a very limited number of companies specializing in the international parcel shipments. Most 

deliveries are done by operators not specialized in on-line deliveries and partly lacking the needed 

know-how. Also consolidation terminal network in near-by countries to support the more cost-effective 

air + truck service to Russia is not developed.  

 

2.2 Solutions to overcome logistics challenges in current flows of foreign on-line sales to Russia 

2.2.1 Solutions for logistics challenges in flow from Finland to Russia 

To more effectively utilize Finland’s neighboring location to Russia’s vast on-line market in export sales 

from Finland, there should be at least one consolidation terminal close to Russian border specialized in 

on-line shipments from Finland to Russia. Current shipment volumes for on-line deliveries from Finland 

to Russia are not big enough to support many different routes and service providers, so volumes should 

be possible to consolidate to one specialized terminal to offer possibility for business growth.  

A consolidation terminal specialized in on-line deliveries, with IT-system developed to support truck 

operations with up to 100 shipments, would create a basis for regular road transport for on-line 
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deliveries from Finland to Russia. Co-operation of Finnish on-line shops to provide regular road 

transport volumes would give opportunity to lower delivery costs for all shops.  

Best location for terminal would be in Vaalimaa border station area, where several terminal buildings 

are located and available already. One benefit to location in Vaalimaa would be in smooth and quick 

processes with Finnish customs office in the same border station and Russian customs office just on the 

other side of the border. Closest location to Finnish customs gives additional time to consolidate goods 

and to prepare documentation for shipments for trucks departing to Russia. In case of documentation 

problems at Russian border customs, trucks can just return to warehouse for needed correction and 

then return to Russian customs.  

Another benefit in Vaalimaa terminal location would be a possibility to open a pick up point for Russian 

consumers. Russian customers living in Vyborg or in St Petersburg areas could pick up their orders from 

the terminal to avoid further delivery costs.  

Further transport from Vaalimaa terminal to St Petersburg and Moscow would be done by trucks with 

maximum of 100 shipments in one truck. After the border crossing trucks carrying parcels for individual 

consumers can travel in Russian territory under international road waybill (CMR) from border to 

destination terminal. The same rule applies also when trucks are carrying shipments over the free 

import value limit, making road transport for private persons’ on-line deliveries an easier process than 

transport of commercial companies from Finland to Russia.   

For smooth operations in the Russian side, a good link to deliver goods to end users after goods arrive 

to St Petersburg and Moscow terminals should be developed. One possible service provider is Moscow 

based company LogEcom that is one of the few Russian companies specialized in transports and 

customs clearance services for parcel shipments from different parts of the world to Russia. Company 

has a license to operate also as customs broker making payments to customs on behalf of the 

consignees, giving them possibility to offer full service also for shipments with value over the duty free 

limit.   

LogEcom has logistics terminals in St Petersburg and in Moscow with customs offices on site, allowing 

smooth logistics flow to final consignees also for shipments with value over the limit for duty free 

import. LogEcom has an own fleet of mini-trucks for quick deliveries of goods in areas of St Petersburg 

and Moscow. For deliveries to other areas in Russia LogEcom works together with companies 

specialized in parcel transportation inside Russia.  

This type of overall logistics flow (Figure 8.), combining Finnish and Russian providers specialized in on-

line deliveries, would give Finnish on-line shops quick and cost-effective solution to deliver goods to 

Russian customers. Delivery inside Finland would take 1-2 days to reach Vaalimaa from any shipping 

location and after 3 - 4 days from Vaalimaa arrival date it would be possible to deliver goods to end 

users in St Petersburg and in Moscow. Total delivery time would be from 4 – 6 days when comparing to 

minimum one week delivery times from other origins. Overall transportation costs per parcel would be 

less than half of costs occurring for Russian on-line purchases from USA or China, as expensive air 

freight transport would not be needed.  
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Figure 8. Overall logistics flow for on-line deliveries from Finland to Russia.  

At the same time the Finnish terminal could start offering consolidation services for EU and Asia based 

on-line shops for deliveries via Finland to Russian consumers. Well working solution to deliver goods by 

road from consolidation terminal on Russian border would offer possibility to lower delivery costs for 

on-line shops from these areas without increasing delivery times. This type of positive development in 

volumes transported would further reduce transport costs and delivery times for Finnish on-line shops.   

 

2.2.2 Solutions for logistics challenges in flow from abroad to Russia 

With the new possible customs regulations to be placed for foreign on-line purchases to Russia, air 

freight shipments will remain as a high-cost transport solution for deliveries. Previously individual 

consignees were able to at least partly combine orders through aggregators for lower transport 

expense, as long as monthly shipment value was under 1000 € and weight under 31 kilos for duty free 

import. If planned regulations are implemented, this activity will be less popular in order to keep 

shipments’ values under the new limit of 150 € for duty free import. This development will further 

increase delivery costs for air freight service from abroad to Russia when consolidation possibilities will 

be more limited.   

In order to better compete on Russian internet market, foreign on-line shops need to find more cost-

effective solutions for deliveries. Already before change in customs regulations that increased air 

delivery costs, 22 % of interviewed people in Yandex’s survey mentioned high delivery costs as a reason 

not to purchase from foreign on-line shops (Figure 1.).  

This weak point of foreign on-line shops will most likely lead to development of terminal network in 

countries close to Russian border with quick access by road to terminals in St Petersburg and in 

Moscow. At the moment larger consolidation terminals specified in supporting on-line deliveries to 

Russia is not existing in near-by countries. One ideal location for terminal would be in Finland due to 

close location to Russia.  
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Another strong point for Finland as future logistics hub for Russian on-line deliveries is wide flight 

coverage (Figure 9.) of national airline Finnair from Asian origins to Helsinki. When measured in straight 

line distance location of Helsinki is optimal when flying from Asia to Europe, a fact that has played big 

part in Finnair’s success for Asian business in general. Finnair operates on these routes with large-body 

air crafts that can carry big volumes of parcel freight in cargo holds together with baggage of 

passengers.  

       

 

Figure 9. Long-haul cargo connections of Finland’s national airline Finnair from world to Helsinki 

This network offers solid and regular basic infrastructure particularly for China and Japan based internet 

shops to utilize Finland as a transit route for on-line deliveries to Russia. Shops in Asian countries could 

consolidate all Russian on-line orders to one cargo pallet (maximum dimensions length 120 cm x width 

80 cm x height 180 cm) and send to Finland with low air freight costs per parcel.  

Lower air freight costs for parcels inside consolidated shipments is due to pricing structure of global air 

freights, where freight cost per transported kilo is decreasing when shipment size is increasing. The 

bigger transported shipment is in kilos, the less will be freight costs per kilo, and also shipment 

documentation costs are divided among orders inside a consolidated shipment. When sending 

individual customer orders in small quantities by air, higher freight cost per kilo is applied due to smaller 

size of shipment and all air shipment documentation costs are counted to one order only.  

Such operation with consolidated air freights to Finland terminal with further delivery by truck to Russia 

would offer cost-effective but still quick delivery solution to Russia for China and Japan based on-line 

shops. Similar operations can be done in other countries neighboring to Russia, but Finland’s advantage 

for example comparing to Baltic countries is the extensive coverage of Finnair for Asian routes.  

In the longer term it will become more important for foreign companies offering goods in Russian on-

line market to have stock location close to market to better serve customers with quicker and cheaper 

deliveries. With high annual increase rate, Russian on-line market will soon be attractive enough for 

large on-line shops to place warehouses near Russian border. Most suitable locations for warehouses 

are in countries on the Western border of Russia, from where the road transport route to big cities is 

shortest and infrastructure for logistics operations is already existing. Goods would be sent from 

manufacturing locations directly to these warehouse locations in larger shipments, utilizing economies 

of scale to minimize transportation and warehousing expenses per individual parcel.  
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3. Opportunities in bonded warehouse operation in Finland 

Bonded warehouse operation is a customs procedure where goods imported into the EU territory can 

be stored in a warehouse controlled by a local customs office without import VAT or duty paid. Upon 

arrival to the bonded warehouse, goods produced outside EU must be declared to local customs for 

item name, for customs code, for amount of collies and for weight of the goods. When goods are 

leaving from the bonded warehouse they must be in the same condition, meaning combining different 

items to one complete set is not possible during the bonded storage.   

 

3.1 Merits and demerits of bonded warehouse operation 

Merit from bonded warehouse operation in on-line operations to Russia is coming from savings in duty 

for goods produced outside EU as explained in Figure 10. In case import duty has been paid upon goods 

arrival to EU territory, duty is not be returned even if goods are exported out of EU later on.   

 

Figure 10. Difference in customs operations and VAT / duty payments for non-bonded storage and 

bonded storage for goods with EU import duty of 10 %.  

Demerit in bonded warehousing when comparing to warehousing of EU goods in non-bonded 

warehouse is regulation to update all product movements to local customs office. This is a common 

practice for all bonded warehouse keepers and does not cause any problem to manage. However it 

generates higher warehousing costs. It can be said that bonded warehousing in EU area is 

approximately 15 % - 20 % more expensive when compared to non-bonded warehousing.  

 

3.2 Opportunities in bonded warehouse operation for Finland based on-line shops 

Bonded warehousing in Finland is not yet commonly used for Finnish based on-line shops targeting the 

Russian market. Operation anyway offers a good opportunity to have one physical stock location for 

both EU and Russian markets for goods produced outside EU, as inside a bonded warehouse can also be 

kept goods already imported into EU.   
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If an on-line shop would be using bonded warehouse for storage, it could keep part of the stock for 

outside EU produced goods in bonded status for Russian market and part of the stock as EU goods for 

EU market. If EU stock level for a model is too low, more pieces from bonded stock can be imported to 

EU simply by paying VAT & duty, and after the payment move goods to be available in EU stock. 

Operation to move from EU goods back to bonded status is not recommended action, as the EU duties 

are not returned if once paid.   

 

4. Competitive advantage of Finland in Russian on-line sales 

The main reason that came up in the Yandex’s survey for not to order (Figure 1.) from foreign on-line 

shops was the language barrier, and the biggest problems in orders made (Figure 6.) from foreign on-

line shops were related to the high delivery costs or long delivery times of goods. These problem areas 

in current foreign on-line business to Russia are kind of ones that Finnish on-line shops have good 

possibilities to overcome and gain advantage on market in the future.   

In Finland there is a large Russian speaking population that helps to overcome biggest obstacle, 

language barrier. That way would be possible to attract Russian consumers currently using only Russian 

on-line shops, to start ordering also from Finnish on-line shops. Close location to Russia’s two biggest 

cities gives unique competitive advantage for quick delivery with low shipment costs, particularly for 

internet shops located in the South-East Finland region.  

 

4.1 Opportunities for Finnish on-line shops in Russia 

4.1.1 Advantage from Finland’s geographical location 

Geographical location is Finland’s advantage when compared to USA, China and southern parts of the 

EU (Figure 11). When measured in straight line distances, Shanghai is 4250 kilometers and New York 

4750 kilometers from Moscow, with more or less the same to St Petersburg. From the City of Kotka in 

South-East Finland straight line distance is 500 km to Moscow and just over 100 kilometers to St 

Petersburg. Based on geographical location, on-line shops based in Finland have clear advantage to 

offer lowest delivery costs and quick deliveries to main market areas in Russia. 

 

Figure 11. Location of Finland to Russia’s biggest cities in comparison to USA and China.   
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Estimated shipping costs to end consumer for a 10 kilo and 150 € value parcel from China to Moscow is 

75 $ - 100 $ with delivery promise of 2-3 weeks. High transport costs per parcel is due to the use of 

individual air freight and documentation work done for each shipment separately. Long transport time 

is partly due to non-daily air freight connections to Russia, and partly due to connecting transports to 

reach origin consolidation locations with frequent delays in local deliveries in Russia.  

When comparing shipping costs for similar size and value parcel from Kotka by truck to Russia via 

consolidation terminal in Vaalimaa, estimated costs could be approximately 40 $ total with delivery 

time of 1 week. Local delivery in Finland can be done by using Finnish Post’s reliable and cost-effective 

network with 2 days delivery time to Vaalimaa costing 10 $ total. Delivery from Vaalimaa to consumer 

in Moscow would take 5 days with cost of around 30 $ when transporting by truck together with orders 

from other Finnish on-line shops.  

For logistics industry in the South-East Finland Russian on-line deliveries offer a great opportunity for 

the future. In the year 2012 over 30 million parcels were delivered to Russia from foreign on-line shops. 

With forecasted growth rate of Russian on-line sales number of parcels transported per year could 

reach 100 million by the year 2020. Such volume needs more service providers and alternative routes to 

guarantee smooth future on-line delivery flow to Russia.  

At the same time competition in the Russian on-line market will push on-line shops to find more cost-

effective solutions, creating need for efficient consolidation terminal network close to Russian border. 

Finland’s location as neighbors to Russia with existing logistics infrastructure available at Russian border 

area gives an advantage logistics companies based in Finland in the competition for future volumes.  

 

4.1.2 Advantage of existing logistics infrastructure and know-how in Finland for deliveries to Russia 

Due to the favorable location Finland has traditionally been important transit route for goods’ deliveries 

from abroad to Russia. From the time of the collapse of the Soviet Union to approximately year 2005, 

majority of Russia’s transit traffic was transported via Finland. Also large volumes were stored in 

warehouse in the Russian border area. Since then, volumes through Finland route have decreased, but 

still Finland has a significant role in transit transports to Russia.  

In Finland there are experienced personnel available in companies involved in transports to efficiently 

manage transports from Finland to Russia. During the end of 1990’s major investments were done to 

operating warehouses in South-East Finland area to manage Russian transit volumes. Nowadays 

utilization of personnel and infrastructure is on low level with companies and cities actively looking for 

new possibilities to improve utilization rate of the assets.  

 

4.1.3 Advantage of image of Finland in Russia for Finnish on-line shops  

Finland’s image among Russian people is traditionally very positive, and Finnish companies as trading 

partners are considered to be among the most trusted ones. This fact should help Finnish on-line shops 

to successfully access market and gain advantage over competitors in the future.  

A Finnish on-line shop is a preferred option over other regions’ on-line shops for most Russian 

consumers due to the reliable image in Finland, especially in the largely populated Western Russia. 

Close geographical location provides further security to Russian consumers for delivery in promised 

time and at promised costs. 
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5.     Summary for opportunities for South-East Finland  

Growing on-line market in Russia offers an opportunity for the South-East Finland to improve the 

region’s economy in short term through increased export sales and higher utilization of the existing 

logistics resources. Close location in less than one day drive to Russia’s two biggest cities, with 15 

million consumers, gives competitive advantage against USA and China that are the biggest origins of 

the on-line sales to Russian consumers.  

A joined effort of stakeholders in South-East Finland would be needed to grasp the opportunities in 

growing sales of Russia’s on-line market and in providing logistics services for parcel flows from abroad 

to Russia. Share of foreign on-line sales from total Russia’s on-line sales is forecasted to continue 

increasing further in the future, providing basis for business growth in on-line sales from Finland to 

Russia. Furthermore with market in developing stage, it is potentially easier to reach new customers 

willing to order from new providers.    

To start the positive development, South-East Finland on-line shops currently offering goods in the 

Russian market and the companies planning to access market should work together to improve general 

awareness about Finnish on-line shops among Russian consumers. Finland’s good image among 

Russians should be utilized to enhance Finland’s reputation as an origin of reliable on-line shops and the 

geographical location should be highlighted to promote quick and cheap deliveries. Also important is to 

learn what products are the most popular among Russian on-line consumers and what products are 

possibly still missing from assortment of on-line shops already on the market.  

Solution for the language barrier, biggest reason for Russian on-line consumers not to order from 

foreign on-line shops, would be rather easy to solve in South-East Finland. Notable population of 

Russian speaking people is available in the region to help translating on-line shops’ sites to Russian 

language and to work in customer support for Russian consumers.  

With more on-line shops showing higher interest for the Russian market, it would be possible to attract 

a local South-East Finland logistics provider to focus on providing smooth on-line deliveries to Russia. 

On-line shops co-operating with each other towards one logistics provider to gather needed volumes 

for road deliveries would offer possibility to start regular road transport for on-line deliveries.  

Smooth and cost-efficient logistics solution for road transport could be created quite quickly when 

volumes could be consolidated to one location as close as possible to Russian border. In this area there 

are logistics terminals existing and available, with experienced personnel to manage documentation for 

Russian transports. Road transport for on-line deliveries from Finland to private consignees in Russia is 

easier process in terms of customs and certification compared to commercial import to Russia. In 

principle, with regular customs clearance and certification rules not applied, on-line deliveries to Russia 

are not much different to deliveries to other countries.  

By creating a regular and smoothly operating road transport corridor, Finland’s geographical advantage 

could be efficiently utilized to offer quick and cost-effective on-line deliveries to Russia. This type of 

solution would significantly reduce delivery costs without prolonging delivery times especially for the St 

Petersburg area, when comparing to air freight currently used from Finland to Russia for the most of on-

line deliveries.   

Such local development for South-East Finland on-line shops and logistics providers would generate 

opportunity for larger international growth in long term. By creating image of South-East Finland as a 

quick and cost-effective route to Russian on-line consumers, it could be possible to attract EU and Asia 

based on-line shops to utilize Finland route for their deliveries to Russia. If more international volume 
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can be turned to South-East Finland it would further reduce delivery costs for local on-line shops 

through higher transport volumes.  

Another long term possibility would be to attract foreign on-line shops to invest in keeping stock 

locations in the South-East Finland for Russian and EU markets. Having one location with good delivery 

routes to both large on-line markets presents good platform for foreign on-line shops to operate in 

South East Finland. For this activity there is already a benchmark in Latvia, with big Russian based on-

line shop Wikimart opening warehouse in Latvia for their own foreign on-line deliveries to Russia.  

In general, Russian on-line market is one of the biggest future opportunities for the South East Finland 

and should not be passed by. Market is difficult for a small business to penetrate alone, therefore co-

operation among companies and public bodies is vital for success in future.  
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